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As oil prices slumped toward $80 per barrel recently, many Russians looked nervously back
at the collapse of the Soviet Union. In the late 1980s, the price of oil plummeted, from $35 per
barrel at the beginning of the decade to only $10 per barrel by 1985. Several years later,
the Soviet Union collapsed under a mountain of inflated rubles and unpaid debt. Many blame
the Soviet collapse on oil prices, but that is misleading and cannot offer any insight
into Russia's current economic problems.

The argument that oil caused the Soviet Union's demise has proven remarkably useful
in Russian politics. The strongmen from the security forces who now control most of Russia's
energy industry point to the Soviet Union's dissolution as the reason why the state needs
to keep an iron grip on oil companies.

Economic history, however, tells a different story. In fact, oil was far from the most
significant factor destabilizing the Soviet budget during the 1980s. Throughout the decade,
the Soviet Union was embroiled in a hopeless war in Afghanistan. That misadventure required
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higher military spending and caused the West to retaliate by imposing trade and investment
sections. This led to slower growth and a higher budget deficit.

Even more important than the war in Afghanistan was the war on alcohol, launched by Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev in 1985. The campaign made the population healthier, but it
devastated the government budget. In the first year of the anti-alcohol campaign, liquor sales
fell by 80 percent, cutting the government's revenue from alcohol taxes by 15 billion rubles.
That was roughly the same size as the decline in export revenue due to lower oil prices.

Wasteful consumer price subsidies were more costly still. Soviet grocery stores sold food
to consumers at below-market prices, and the government paid the difference. The Kremlin
believed that cheap food was crucial to staving off popular protests, so it spent extravagant
sums on such subsidies, which according to IMF calculations reached 15 percent of GDP
by 1990. Meat and dairy subsidies alone cost 5 percent of GDP.

The parallels between the Soviet Union in the 1980s and Russia today are eerier than the oil
price alone suggests. A pointless war — Afghanistan then, Ukraine today — sapped economic
strength and provoked Western sanctions. During the Soviet period, food subsidies cost
the government billions of rubles. Today, according to IMF data, Russia's energy subsidies
waste about 5 percent of GDP each year. Rapid salary increases for state employees cost
billions more.

Nonetheless, Russians can be thankful that their economic situation is far less dire today than
it was during the last days of the Soviet Union. But on its current path, Russia is headed
toward several years of stagnation and disappointing growth. It is far from clear that Russia's
leaders realize that change is needed. On the one hand, Russia's new budget projections call
for lower spending over the next several years to keep the budget deficit from spiraling out
of control.

Yet the Kremlin is willing to spend lavishly on favored interests, even using special pension
reserves to finance pet projects. And steps to improve the business climate, invest in human
capital or cut corruption are no longer seriously discussed.

Instead of devising policies that would boost growth, Russia's elite is preparing for another
battle over state subsidies and energy concessions. State-owned oil giant Rosneft asked
for government aid to the tune of $49 billion to offset losses caused by Western sanctions.

Policies like these, which waste money and depress investment, point to the real lesson of the
Soviet economic collapse: Politicians will blame slowing growth on the vagaries of the global
oil market, but the real problems, once again, lie closer to home.
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